
Cyber Safety Tip 

Protect yourself online by verifying all COVID-19 information before clicking, downloading, or sharing.

Where to Turn 
When you need to verify information surrounding 
COVID-19, please check the state or county health 
department website. These websites should be a 
reliable source for accurate and up-to-date information. 

An Unprecedented Time 
The rapid spread of COVID-19 has people fearful and on high 
alert. Many of us are turning to the internet for information 
about how the virus is spreading or what new orders regarding 
closures have been passed by our government. We may be 
checking the Centers for Disease Control website or our state 
government website for updates. Unfortunately, this sense of 
urgency will play right into a malicious actor's hands. 

Malware 
A malicious website "corona-virus-map[dot]com" (DO NOT GO 
TO THIS WEBSITE) appearing to be a Coronavirus COVID-19 
global tracker has been circulating widely. It is designed to 
model an actual tracker developed by Johns Hopkins 
University. When users download the map, a Trojan virus is 
unleashed. The Trojan can grab sensitive information stored in 
your browser such as usernames and passwords and credit 
card information. This site is circulating via email attachment, 
malicious online advertisements, and social engineering. 

This is the most popular COVID-19/Coronavirus scam right 
now, but expect other variations and stay on alert. Today it's a 
map, tomorrow it may take another form (e.g. free testing, 
apply for assistance). Check sender email addresses and 
hover over links to find website addresses before clicking or 
opening attachments. 

Disinformation 
Outside the U.S., we've seen news reports about nationwide 
lockdowns and stories on rapidly rising spread of disease. Some 
states around the country have been closing schools and 
implementing bans on large gatherings. Policies vary from state to 
state and even county to county. You may hear rumors about what 
is coming to your state. If you hear or read something extreme, ask 
yourself: 

Could this be disinformation? 

If you find alarming 
information online, 
consider these 
questions before sharing 
or panicking: 

• Is this a reputable
news organization?

• Is this article sharing
fact, opinion, or 
falsehoods?  

• What is the intent of
the article? 

You may discover the authors are selling a product that claims to 
protect you from the virus. If that's the case, they have a vested 
interest in your panic. 

In all honesty, this is uncharted territory for most of us and we 
can't be sure what's coming. But, we can evaluate our news 
carefully and avoid spreading panic and disinformation. 
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